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About This Game

Tidalis is a block-based puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new "streams" mechanic. The game is
brimming over with riffs and variants on that core mechanic with 20 game modes, dozens of special blocks and items, and 115
levels in the adventure mode alone. The basic rules of the game are this: blocks fall down into the board and have a color and an
arrow direction. If a stack of blocks exceeds the height of the board, you lose. In order to clear blocks, you must right-click and

drag paths through the arrows to set up chain reactions of like-colored blocks.
If this sounds simple, that's because it is -- you'll be lining up lengthy chains within minutes. But you'll be surprised how much
brainpower it takes to set up combos of multiple chains, and the many brainteaser-style puzzles include some real stumpers.

Tidalis has co-op and competitive multiplayer modes (both online and offline); action-oriented modes and timer-less
brainteasers; a lengthy, casual-friendly adventure mode; twenty unique game modes providing innumerable twists to the basic

gameplay; dozens of special blocks and items; and over fifty minutes of beautiful music to go with the painterly art.
In short, several games' worth of content are built on top of this core mechanic, which you'll quickly find to be as iconic as it is

novel.

Key Features:

Puzzle game with casual appeal, hardcore depth, and an addictive new mechanic.

Two-player co-op and competitive play (both local and networked).

A wide selection of both action-oriented or brainteaser-like levels.
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Casual-friendly adventure mode, hardcore-focused custom games and vs modes.

20+ game styles, and dozens of items and special blocks.

Rich, painterly art style and beautiful music.

Players can create and share whole new themes, levels, and adventures.

Options for colorblind players, players averse to lots of light and motion, and older computers.
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Title: Tidalis
Genre: Casual, Indie
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Arcen Games, LLC
Publisher:
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Fun game ,Nice music,WEll no story

For those who is dunno how to get 5000 achievement
u can go this link
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1138602939

There 4 step and 84 spamming level to get 5000 achievement
Goodluck ! :D. pros and cons

pros.
1. The plane looks just like the real one
2.the plane engine has a lot of diffrent combinations
3. I can move the guns and put either bigger or smaller into it

Cons
1. on september 6,1940 i fell through the map more than once on the mission but eventually i finished (my plane did a nose dive
through the map)

2. The graphics are a bit crude but it is an early acess game

3.I think the key bindings should have been out when the game released, so that people who are looking to use a joystick would
be able to.

4. Even though you can tweak engines and guns ther should be more of a variety to the this in which you can do to the plane like
change the cockpit interior and when your plane gets shot up you have to repair it yourself.

That is all on my review for, 303 Squadron: battle of britan. Great game, and an amazing early access game. With it being
in Alpha, its perfect for what it is.

At the time of writing this review, I only have a little over an hour in-game, but I can confidently say that if you love
dungeon crawlers, this is the game for you. Very quick to get you into things, no tutorial, and minimal controls. Only
taking about 15 seconds after launch (if you know the controls) to start engaging in gameplay.

Lots of weapons, relics, and enemies. For $8 (I bought it on sale at $6.80), you are getting exactly what you pay for.

If I HAD to make a complaint, it would be the lack of melee relics and melee weapons weapons. At least, by the time I
was on floor 10, there wasn't much for the melee side of things; except movement speed for getting closer to your
enemies quickly. When you run out of ammo, its a hassle to stay alive.

However, you will have fun regardless.
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Please though, whatever you do, don't tweak a single thing about the movement system in this game. Swinging and
strafing to get a quick movement boost makes clearing a floor quick and fun.

Seriously recommend this game, a 5\/5 for me.. very interesting first person detective story about a misterious isle
where animals began to disappear and then later people too. beautiful graphics and sounds, i just did not expect this
quality of graphics for quite moderate price;
pleasant gameplay where tips help a lot telling what you should do next.. Great. It gets a little unfair after the 3rd
episode. Better than Fortnite. Better than Minecraft. Better than those Minecraft rip-offs your little cousin plays on his
iPad with his Cheeto fingers.. I like it. It helps me write essays.. Cute, inexpensive game, but know that it is very short.
51 minutes of playtime for me, and I replayed two levels to collect all possible "stars". No regrets for $0.99, but I still
wish there was more.
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had tons of fun so far, while it needs more things to do its a great start. def. recommend this to anybody that has a vive or is
demo'ing one.. Strongly recommended - excellent OST.. Wife and I played through the first room. Was enjoyable. Would like
to play more rooms!

As other reviews mention, dropping things due to collisions, things that may disappear. It can be avoided if you play carefully,
but its something that should be fixed in the future. It is by the way the exact same problems we had with the other escape room
game called Abode (also a cool game).

Besides mentioned bugs, all I am left with is a feeling of wanting more, which is a good thing.

At 0.99\u20ac its worth it even for the one room.. Two pounds for just one solitary puzzle sounds a touch steep. Besides, I'm not
too sure about calling it a pack when it's just one puzzle.. I recommend it.. This is not a battle with snow, it is a battle with your
hidden emotional inadequacies--a battle with the belief that not even a plow can fill the empty gap in your dark soul with
pristine white winter magic. Clear the streets, clear your mind.. Is it a rage game? Nah, all is fair in this game. It just challenges
your instincts
Eye strain hasn't hit me.. YET
This game also brings back nostalgia of the same type of quicktime games back then
Cyan's a piece of crap lul
You can't trust your predicability skills, just your reflexes
Overall, I recommend the game.
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